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THE PHILOSOPHY OP TEII MODERN RELIGIOUS
DRAMAS
.
CHAPTER I.
Introduction
.
The philosophy of modern religious drama, which
is the subject of this thesis, has hitherto received
practically no attention. In is impossible to discuss
the philosophy of all modern religious drama in so
short a space as this thesis must necessarily take»
The only possible plan is to select the best plays
and form Judgment concerning them.
The purpose in choosing such a subject is to
see whether modern religious drama reflects any of the
modern trends of philosophy, to find out where the
author *s sympathies lie, to find the philosophical
solution of dramatic problems.
In the past religious drama has been limited to
a very narrow field. Its subjects have been
strictly confined to Biblical literature, which may or

may not be religious. I wish to show the vital
connections between the d3mainic pull of drama and
real life, between theoretical philosophy and
practical living. The drama is an imitation of
real human beings, according to Aristotle's
1
Poetics, Chapter 5, Since this may be accepted as
true, it is fair to expect that drama will show
man's philosophy, that it will reflect the author's
philosophy* Drama is not compelled to show both
man's philosophy as portrayed by the actor and the
author's philosophy; but if either is neglected it is
the latter rather than the former • In going
through these plays this purpose of finding
underlying philosophy is kept ever in the foreground.
Fred Eastman says, quoting Dean Inge who speaks
of the modern prophet which this generation needs,
"7/hen this new prophet comes, I am disposed to think
that he will choose to speak to his generation
neither from the platform, nor from the printed
page, but from the stage. A great dramatist might
2
help us to find our souls."
Today souls are being lost in the ever grinding
factors of a machine age. Economic pressure bears
Lane Cooper, Aristotls on'Art and Ppetry «
Chapter 5, p. l4.
2. Fred. Eastman, Modern Religious Drama
, p. VIII.

down upon the individual until his sense of values
is mixed or entirely annihilated. If drama is to
help us save OTirselves it is well for us to look
into the philosophy of the dramas that are being
written at the present time. Is there anything in
them to give us hope that our prophet will bring to
us a satisfactory philosophy?
The dramas which are discussed are treated from
point of view of the philosophy of the charactsrs.
From them both actors and audience receive values of
philosophy. The reason for this is they see and live
through the critical points of life in a few hours.
When great incidents are presented in such a brief
period of time the audience and actors are able to
focus their attention into a more synoptic view.
Their values are not so greatly distorted.
The dramas in this thesis are limited to those
of the twentieth century. The reason for this is
that in the last twenty years, and most especially in
the last ten, drama has taken a new trend. Due to old
theological training in those earlier days there were
few truly religious dramas written which have great
value. There were several reasons for this. First,
the church refused a place for the daughter which she
had so carefully noxirished in earlier days.
f
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Secondly, the strict adherence to Biblical
literature limited the scope of drama to ancient
times. Therefore if this discussion is to have any
value it must deal with situations of today. The
very connotation of the word "religious" has changed
to mean any play which has a religious effect upon
an audience. The audience is sent away eTialted in
spirit, deepened in its sense of fellowship with God
and man, and enriched in its understanding of the
1
spiritual forces which struggle in men's souls.
The types of philosophy to be considered are
skepticism, pragmatism, naturalism, and idealism. All
criticism of these philosophies will be given in the
chapters dealing with characters typifying them.
It is necessary first to define the terms in
such a manner as will give concise and accurate
meaning to the term.
Skepticism of Spencer's type is that with which
we are most concerned in these plays. It says that
science is the only valid method of interpreting
universals. Religion is not denied, but it is coordinate
with science; each must recognize the other. Science
occupies the whole realm of the knowable so to
1, Fred, Eastman, Modern Religious Drama,
Introduction J p, V.

religion is left only the unknowable.
We must assTime a first cause which is Infinite and
absolute • Another view is that the universe which
is the manifestation of the ultimate reality is
mechanical motion. The inscrutable mystery is
described as causal energy with no connection with
intelligent will. One important fact which is quite
different from that accepted by the popular mind is
:
that doubt implies a suspense of judgment rather than
1
a positive belief judgment to the contrary.
"Skepticism believes nothing except things and
thoughts of things, and their thinker can be sure of
2
none of them."
Skepticism is likely to arise from rationalism
as soon as the philosopher admits that what does not
support critical, dialectical inquiry cannot be true.
The second type of philosophy to be considered
is Pragmatism. It contends that "alleged meanings to
be tested must be applied or used and valued or
revalued accordingly as they work well or ill. 'Meaning
3
depends on application'" is a good summary of this
statement. If alleged truths work well they are
confirmed as truth if they work ill it is doubted or
1. Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics
.
Volume XI, p."231^
2. Earl B. Marlatt, Lectures
,
Skepticism
.
3. Encyclopedia of Religio~anT^thic3 .
~
Volume X, p. T59.
0I
6rejected as erroneous.
Real truth must work. Pragmatism does not affirm
the converse of this statement, that whatever works
is true. Truth remains relative to the amount of
knowledge. "No amotmt of working makes truth
1
absolute." It remains true only as long as it is
the best truth to be obtained.
Schiller calls his pragmatism by the name of
humanism, for he holds that truths are relative to
man and to the condition of human knowledge for the
time being. He rejects absolute metaphysics and
2
absolute truth.
The third type of philosophy is naturalism
which seeks to explain all phenomena in the simplest
most intelligible fashion to reduce the complex to
simple terms and to exhibit all things rising in
accordance with some universal, natural principle or
law to the degree of complexity that they have
attained. It turns out to be mechanical and impersonal.
There is no recognition of the spiritual or supernattd?al.
Its rule is 'Principia non sunt multiplicanda.
•
1. Op. eit^ p. 149.
2. Op. cit., p. 150'

Naturalism recognizes the important factor of
evolution. "No transcendent agency has been
involved. In the first fire mist lay the
potentiality of all things that were to come."
An object becomes what it is because of its
antecedents. The sole concern of this philosophy
is to discover the causes of things, not reasons,
or piirposes. Thus we arrive at a mechanistic
view of the world. The external world is taken
for granted and the phenomena in which it is
interested is in this world. Both physical and
psychical are aspects of one and the same fact;
but the physical is primary. The psychical is
determined by cosmical mechanism; it is not
1
affected by them. For this philosophy freedom
of will is a delusion. It rejects metaphysics
in favor science.
The fourth type of philosophy is that of
idealism, especially theism. In this idea of God
regulates the whole system of belief.
First let us find a definition of idealism
before we take up a specific kind of idealism,
theism. This type of philosophy in general asserts
the supremacy of mind over matter. It regards
1. Niven, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics
.
Volume IX, pp. 195-1"56.

the mind as a formal principle, the materials of
which are given; the ends of which are revealed to
the will in the process of spiritual development.
Idealism interprets the lower in terms of the higher,
things in terms of thoughts, thoughts in terms of
spirits By itself idealism will develop into religion,
it must be supplemented by independent elements of
1
religious life,
"In the nineteenth cent\iry theism is generally
used of positive belief in God either with or without
2
belief in Christianity." Deism, Personalistic
Theism, and Pantheism are to be distinguished.
Theism holds that God or the Absolute necessarily
exists. He is necessarily what he is. He manifests
himself in the finite which we know from experience.
Empiricism, intuitionalism and idealism all may
reach theism through various means. Empiricism may
reach it by analogy: i.e. many objects in nature
show semblance to human designing, therefore it is
right that we infer that there is a designing mind
behind nature adequate to produce special results.
Intuitionalism stresses the idea of God as
1. Troeltsch, Sncyclopedia of Religion and Ethics
,
Volume yil, pp. 86-94. ,itht<ntion
2. Encyclopedia Britannica
,
A Volume XXV^XXVI, p. 744.
11
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9First Cause.
Summarizing theism: "Theism is that interpretation
of experience which holds that the universe is
dependent on but not identified with a causative,
creative, perpetuative grotmd which is related to but
not exhausted by its empirical expressions. 'In as
much as evolution takes specific directions, i.e.
moves toward certain values. I regard God at once as
the immanent groTind of the process and the conserver
of its values.*" (Leighton, Field of Philosophy
,
p. 426.) Such a definition of theism leads eventually
to personalism.
The principles for the selection of these ten
dramas are:
1. Does the play have an adequate plot Involving
strong situation, conflict, suspense, choice,
climax, and satisfactory solution?
2. Is there a religious effect upon the
audience?
3. Has the play had any great enthusiasm for it?
4. Does the play have religious value for the
actors?
5. What plays do religious dramatists classify
as the best?
c
The dramas which are to he considered are the
following:
Lazarus Laupihed by Eugene O'Neill was selected
because of its qualifications in all but the fifth
question* This play did cause a great wave of
comment; but the audience did not like it. However
it has in it modern idealism to a great extent. It is
also written by an outstanding playwright of the
present day.
Green Pastures by Marc Connelly is chosen because
all five requirements are fulfilled. It is a recent
drama which has caused wide comment and has had a
long run in New York.
The Servant in the House by ^Stephen Rann Kennedy
also is a play which meets all five requirements.
It is written by a prominent dramatist. Also it is
on most reading lists, especially those of high
schools and colleges.
Liliom by Molnar has been such a successful
play that it has been translated from H\ingarian into
English. Last year the play was made into a "talkie".
This means that it was successful in points one,
three, and five. Also two and four are met but in a
lesser degree.
St . Joan is written by an outstanding author.
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Bernard Shaw, Action and speech are a little stiff
but the interest in the characters and incidents is
maintained throughout the play. It could not fail
to have some religious effect on the audience.
Good Friday was chosen because of its dramatic
quality in spite of change of the medium of
expression, poetry instead of prose. The play is
truly religious both in using Biblical text and in the
effect which it would produce upon the audience.
The Terrible Meek is by the ssune author as
The Servant in the House .
Lady Gregory has been noted as an exponent of
drama in Ireland. The Travelling Man meets
conditions one and two with marked success.
The Passing of the Third Floor Back by Jerome K.
Jerome has been a favorite with both amate\irs and
professionals for several years. It has a dynamic
spiritual quality which affects both audience and
actor*
Lastly, The Hour Glass by William Butler Yeats
has a dynamic which few one act plays can attain*
It is religious and meets all the other four
requirements too.
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After this brief summary of reasons for
selecting these dramas let us turn to an analysis
of the ideas in the plays themselves. From them
the characters have been selected and classified
under the various types of philosophy, then analyzed.
The philosophies which are treated with the
most sympathy in these dramas are skepticism,
pragmatism, and idealism. It seems that nattrralism
is not sympathetically treated, but all four
philosophies are treated with interest. As far as
the characters are concerned there were only three
believers in skepticism, twenty-four pragmatist^
fourteen naturalists, and thirty-three idealists.
The largest number of leading characters are
Idealists.
In each drama idealism is its solution.
Lazarus Laughed by Eugene O^Neill ended with the
message "There is no death." These are the tidings
he has preached from the beginning. He is to
become one with God's eternal laughter. Green
Pastures by Marc Connelly is idealistic throughout
the entire play. It is the interpretation of the
negroes conception of God and his work in heaven
and on earth. Manson in The Servant in the House
1c
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by Stephen Rann Kennedy is the savior of the Vicar
and his family. He is mystical to the point that it
is hard to know whether he is the Bishop of Benares
or a reincarnation of Jesus Christ. He helps the
family strive on to "better personalities. Lillom
hy Molnar interprets heaven and God in the
light of earthly existence carried to a greater
perfection. No one would doubt that St# Joan
by George Bernard Shaw is idealistic. It is Joan,
led by God through the voices, who saves France
only to lose her own life. V/hen she returns from
the spirit world in Charles * dream the same
conventions hold her judges fast, although they
have foimd out their mistake. In Good Friday
John Masefield creates an idealist, the Madman,
who carries that dramatic poem to untold
heights. 'Tls he who realizes the full
significance of the crucifixion of Jesus
Christ. The Captain in The Terrible Meek
is the idealist which carries this plot
to its climax. Here Kennedy has the same
message of brotherhood that he gave in The
Servant in the House. But he is more concerned
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with the question of killing and murder. Life
is wonderful and cannot "be killed. The mother
in The Travelline; Man by Lady Gregory wants the
travelling man to visit her home in state. But
when he comes in the garb of a worn out wn.nderer
she turns him out to find that what she most
desired has been lost through greed. Jerome K,
Jerome in The Passing of The Third Floor Back
finds that the Stranger with his message of hope
and love is the only one who can lift these people
from their sordid materialism. In The Hour Glass
by V/illiam Butler Yeats the Wiseman finds that
when he is facing death which ends all he must search
frantically for someone who still believes in God.
His salvation rests on his being able to find a
single idealist.
In the conclusion a summary is made of the
philosophies used and of those which are the
solution of the problems in the drama.
cf
QHAPTER II
Skepticism in the Dramas;
The skepticism of the scientist is the most
prominent type of this philosophy. Herbert Spencer
was one of its great exponents. For him sense
perception was all that could he validly accepted.
Science alone was complete in its interpretation.
This is typified by the Wiseman in The Hour Glass
by William Butler Yeats. The V/iseman has applied this
test of science to his life and is completely satisfied.
But when he is confronted with the question of the
invisible he does not know how to apply it. To the
religion of mankind he has applied the cause and effect
relationship of science. "He has destroyed the
metaphysical with his science. Philosophy from the
lonely star has made man forget Theology; with
architecture he has hidden the ramparts of cloudy
heaven; with music and grammar he has closed his ears
to imaginary harpings and speech of angels; arithmetic
1
has put the forces of heaven to rout." But rhetoric
and dialectic have been supreme, because they have
helped him fight the foolishness of man.
1. William B. Yeats, The Hour Glass
, p. 47.
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He says that his mother knew something about the
passage "between two countries, that when bodies sleep
1
souls awake, that whatever withers here ripens yonder
and that harvests are snatched from us that they may
feed the invisible people. But he says, "l have done
2
with dreams, I have done with dreams." He is done
with his mother's knowledge. No concept of immortality
has meaning for him..
He believes nothing but what his senses have told
him. He has searched for truth, but the world has
given him only signs of disaster. He implies that if
there had been a heaven such calamities would not have
happened, but there wasn't one. A searcher for truth,
he has certakily been. Bu.t he has become satisfied
with that truth as complete in itself. He feels free
to doubt all but sense perception.
His success is only too well founded when the
angel announces his death and he finds not one soul
except Teigue, the fool, to heed him when he denies
his former theories. This illustrates the fact that
this philosophy, once started, is contagious.
How happy the wise man is that his sciences are
1. William Butler Yeats, The Hour Glass, p. 47.
2. Ibid., p. 47.
I#
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successfull Nothing that is based on the belief of
the mother and ancestors is worthwhile. The Wiseman
rejoices that religion has failed for him. He cannot
see that there is anything lacking in his theory.
Those poor fools and women who believe in religion, in
the immortality of the soul are to be pitied.
There are a few v/ords of praise for this sage. He
is actively skeptical. He is still looking around
trying to convince all that his theory is truth*
But even though he is skeptical he is willing to
accept greater truth. When he finally comes to the
place where his ideas do not give him solace he is
willing to accept new ones which, in reality, are
those of the poor foolish mother whom he pities. V/hen he
faces that world from v/hich there is no returning
he accepts the truth of religion. Why? There seems
to be no reason for it except that when his skepticism
is put to the supreme test he is not willing to let
science annihilate him forever and ever. He says that
he did not see the truth, therefore he held his former
beliefs. It is only the actual presence of an angel
which he cannot see that convinces him of his mistakes
•
His doubts do not go far enough. He does not
doubt his own doubts in such a way as to cause him to
seek for answers to his questions. He has shut the
r1
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door saying, "no more of you I have seen nothing hut
dreams." He does not stop to ask the purpose of the
dreams. They are to him vaporous atmosphere dimming
the truth founded on fact and reason.
Then there is another problem in his thinking;
how can he actually know these things? True, he
believes in sense perception. But any scientist knows
that this is not enough. Sense gives us mistaken ideas
of objects. We know too that objects exist externally
from our thoughts. We know only through the mind which
receives these false impressions; so that the only rema
ansv/er is a thinker, God, whose thoughts are things.
In this there is an answer to our question of truth;
and fatally does it link us with the metaphysical and
God.
The skepticism of one who searches wishing the
truth, and listening to all proof is the type most
encouraging. This points to an open mind. Stasia in
The Passing of the Third Floor Back says, "lt*s a rummy
world when you come to think of it. Got to be doing
somebody or being done from the time you get up in the
1
morning until yer goes to bed at night." The world
as seen through Stasia's eyes seems to deny values.
1. Jerome K, Jerome, Passing of the Third Floor Back
,
Prologue, p. 11.
cc
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She is confused "by ^her environment^ the people with
whom she lives. Only the very small section of life
"before her typifies the v/orld at large, Mrs. Sharpe
puts marks on the candles and one of the boarders
steals them. The Major wants to marry Vivian to a rich
old man in order to pay his debts. Christopher is
painting pictures that please the public. Is it any
wonder that Stasia should wonder if the world isn't
" rummy"
?
1
She wants to know"what*s the good of us all."
But she does not state it dogmatically or
antagonistically. It is only snap judgment* Just
at liie moment she is overwhelmed with the worst side of
people's characters. Her questions show that she is
still seeking the answer. Also she says, "This ain't
2
all the world is it?" The mind is not closed here.
The doubt eventually strengthens belief. She comes
to doubting doubts, and with the strength added by the
Stranger, has a much better belief when she is
convinced that the world has a bright side.
A glimmering of morality shows through in her
acknowledgment of the fact that both Mrs, Sharpe and she
are thieves. She knows right from wrong but conditions
1. Jerome K, Jerome, Passing of the Third Floor Back
,
Play Scene, p. 1.
2. Ibid. Play Scene, p. 69.
€C
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force her to choose the less desirable mode of action;
the douhting undermines her actions to the point
where she does not have the will to choose the
right action in spite of difficulties. This is
because she is not sure of her goal.
The last and most unjustified skepticism is that
which is used as a crutch for justification of
personal life, Tiberius in O^Neill's play Lazarus
Laugjied is an example of such a philosophy. He
wishes for no religion whole-heartedly, because his
vices haunt his dreams. The great fear that these
do not stop with death but carry on intr^ eternity
causes him to want to cling to certain human facts,
"Caesar and Tiberius". He has not the courage to
face the result of his life. If he were only sure
of eternal sleep and rest, if he could forget
everything, if he were stire that his murders would
end with this v/orld, but he is not sure. He is
afraid that disvalues will continue and he has not
the stamina to face Justice if It should occur. He
says, "I have found nothing in life that merits pride.
I am not proud of being Caesar But Caesar
is a fact, and Tiberius, a man, is one, and I cling to
c
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these certainties and I do not wish to die I If I
were sure of eternal sleep beyond there, deep rest
and forgetfulness of all I have ever seen or
heard, or hated or loved on earth, I would gladly
die' I am afraid, Lazarus - afraid
1
that there is no sleep heyond there, either,*"
Facing the shortness of his life, he wants hope for
something beyond his ovm attainment; but he is
afraid truth will hold for him something hard,
something painful.
Yet Lazarus finally in his last supreme sacrifice
convinced Caesar of higher values and instills in
him a courage to face eternity. But a person is
compelled to wonder if Tiberius had been left to live
this life a little longer he would not have forgotten
too and cherished his painful, unsatisfying
skepticism. There seems to be no acceptable
justification for this type of skepticism. His
cherished unbelief has certainly prostituted his
mental and moral powers. Even at the very last he
must keep on with his murders in order to find out
what made Lazarus so happy. Tiberius seeks happiness
but is a coward. His life has been one debauchery.
1. Eugene O'Neill, Lazarus Laughed. Act 4, Scene 1, p, 147,

His mind seemed to be obsessed with vice, pleasures
to satisfy his gross satisfaction. Insanity surely
has in its grip this man of fear#
There Is not enough active doubting, but
perhaps this is caused by his lack of mental power.
He accepts his skepticism with resignation until
Lazarus awakes him.
fc
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CHAPTER III.
Pragmatic Attitudes of Some Characters
in the Ten Dramas*
Interest in the present is perhaps the most
important consideration in the philosophy of the
soldier as is shown by the Sentry in Good Friday
,
"I find sufficient trouble in what is without my
1
seeking what is right or wrong." This is a statement
of dogmatic pragmatism. He does not look beyond
the present. For him the past is gone, the future
is not come. Few ethical considerations darken the
Sentry's thinking; yet this is not entirely true of
8ll dogmatic pragmatists. In the narrow sense of
valuing conduct, pragmatism is ethical in that it
considers what is true, valuable and that which
works in practical experience, true.
The Soldier in the Terrible Meek says, "Duty is
2
duty." Here again is shown the emphasis on the
present. V/hatever command is given must be obeyed
without any consideration of right or wrong, without
any choice by the individual. Duty is accepted as
ordained by an outside force and as such remains for
1. John Masefield, Good Friday
, p. 37*
2. Stephen R. Kennedy, The Terrible Meek
, p. 19.
fc
the soldier to carry out like a mechanical robot.
Another emphasis is that placed on utility, i.e.
that is true which brings results. This attitude is
shown in the speeches of La Hire and '"/arwick in
St » Joan. La Hir^ says in Scene II that "^-Tiat we need
is a miracle" (It may be true that what) "the girl
did was no miracle. If she changes the v;ind
for Dunois that may not be a miracle either; but it may
1
finish the English. ^-Yhat harm is there in trying?"
In other words if she could cause Foul Mouthed Prank to
be drowned, as they believe, she might change the wind
for them. If an experience happened once then it's
worth a try; she may do it again. It makes little
difference whether it is a miracle or not so long as
there is utility. Here again the ignoring of ethical
insight shows itself in dogmatic pragmatism.
Then Warwick in the Epilogue of S_t. Joan says;
"We sincerely regret our little mistake, but political
necessities, though occasionally erroneous, are still
2
imperative." All through the drama he has been
dogmatic until the Epilogue where he becomes less
dogmatic, though every inch a pragmatist. Sometimes he
admits that what has utility is wrong; but in the next
breath he goes back to his original idea, even
1. George Bernard Shaw . St, Joan, Epilogue, p. 161.
2, Ibid,, Scene 2, p. 31.
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citizenship in the lower regions has not changed
him in his fundamental beliefs, Dunois shows this
attitude, too, in the Epilogue where he says,
1
"Faith, it was any way that would win." In other
words, no matter whether it was the "best way or not
the fact remained that they must use any means to
win the war*
There is some justification for this dogmatic
pragmatism of the soldier. Interest in the present
is necessary if man is to grow, if he is to see the
ideal. Results are necessary, for in practical life
the experiences of man must have some utility if he is
to live in this finite world where both practice and
theory are needed. Even "belief in God is all right
if it has utility. Thus there is not the utter
pessimism which dogmatic naturalism implies.
On the other hand, the arguments against dogmatic
pragmatism are more nmerous and more powerful than
those in its favor. Perhaps the most powerful argument
is that it fails to consider the whole of experience.
Each situation is viewed \fj itself without any thought
of relationship to other experiences. There is not
the long range vision which gives true perspective
uncnlored by man's own personal shortcomings; also
1. George Bernard Shaw, St. Joan
,
Epilogue, p. 149.
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some things which work are certainly not true or
right* Superstitions have proven useful in the grov/th
of sonie races, but this fact alone does not make them
true or right. Another fallacy is its reduction of
experience to behavior, to acts, to conduct
perceivable in experience. Then, too, this type closes
the mind, as does any dogmatism.
Another type of pragir.atism is hedonistic. The
soldier in Sjb. Joan says on his return from hell, "itfe
not so bad. The only place for the likes of me
Like as if you v/ere always drunk without the trouble
1
of drinking," Such lively pleasures take up his
time that the one day in a year when he is back on the
earth seems dull to him. The release had been granted
him for one act of kindness, giving the wooden cross
to St. Joan as she was led to the stake. His only
excuse is that she wanted it. The sticks of v/ood
could give her a little pleasure before the flames
released her soul, Caligula in Lazarus Laughed says,
2
"I like to watch men die," for him, pleasure and utility
are bound together in the suffering of others.
Both of these illustrations clesirly demonstrate
la George Bernard "^haw, S_fc. Joan, Epilogue, pp. 151,152.
2, Eugene O'Neill, Lazarus Laughed
.
Act 2, Scene 1,
p. 57.
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the utility of happiness though not in the highest
form. In the first, happiness makes the static life
in hell endurable, also it recognizes the rights of
others to realize a meager sort of happiness; in the
second, the death of each person serves to bring
Caligula closer to his ambition to rule and at the
same time serves to bring pleasure which hides his
ghost, fear of life*
Both characters show the combination of the
subjective and objectives the subjectivity of
happiness which consists of feeling and the
objectivity of that which works in experience* In
the first illustration pessimism is rejected, hell is
entirely happy always; but in the second happiness
serves only to pl\mge CeHgula into darker despair
as the ghost of fear overtakes him* This type of
pragmatism fails first in becoming a ground for
pessimism, second in recognizing only one end which
may be desired, and thirdly in placing too much emphasis
on feeling even when it is combined with pragmatism*
Mrs . De Hooley is the Passing of the Third Floor
Back reveals still another type of philosophy,
materialistic pragmatism, in her desire for social
position* To such an extent does this desire control
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her that she becomes ridiculous before others when
she wishes their esteem* Eternally some member of
her royal family has passed away. Robert in St • Joan
says in his plans for the army "We are not talking
1
about Gods we ere talking about practical affairs."
Larcom in The gassing of this Third Floor Back asks
about the music, "Would it pay?" Fiscur, the thief,
in Liliom is the same sort of person as Larcom, only the
latter is willing to give value received for his
money, Piscur is not.
Another outstanding example of this philosophy is
Pilate in Good Friday ,
"Roman laws forbid
That I should weigh, like God, the worth of souls,
I act for Rome, and Rome is better-rid of these
wom^^ 'ilfio * * *
*
may dare
^
To make a claim that threatens Roman rule."
Here the political safety of Rome, and incidentally
of himself, urges him on to the indirect condemnation
of Jesus.
It seems that there is but one Justification for
this group of persons; the practical is necessary.
There must be some material emphasis in a finite world.
1. George Bernard Shaw, St. Joan , Scene 1, p. 1*7.
2. Jerome K, Jerome, TheTassing of the Third Floor
Back , The Play, p."^.
3. John ilasefield. Good Friday , p. 43.
4. Ibid., p. 12.
i'(f 0£ '
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The fault lies in the narrowness of its range.
This fact is implied by the justification* Material
emphasis is all rights but it must be joined with the
spiritual as well*
The final type of pragmatism is pessimistic. No
better illustration could be found than Robert the
brother of the Vicar in The Servant in the House *
He says in excusing Mary's father, **P'r*aps 'is 'ad a
•ard life - a bitter 'ard life - same as I've, miss'*"
For Robert things have worked out in the worst way
possible* He has lost all he holds dear* His own
brother has not tried to help him even thou^ Robert
slaved to put the Vicar throtxgh school* He says "'e
might a made a man 'o me once, if 'e'd tried; but 'e
didn't - 'im and 'is like Dam foolish, I call
2
it " As a result he has not attempted very
hard to rise above the low level to which he has fallen
Life has been so hard that all optimism has left him.
He is alone in the gutter of life and cannot see over
the edge*
There are several justifications for this attitude
One is that the imperfections of this world are
recognized and not hidden under a glossy polish* He
1* Stephen R. Kennedy, The Servant in the House,
Act 3, p. 102*
2. Ibid., Act 1, pp. 147-148.
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sees only the worst , but even so, it is not so soul
shriveling as thinking of this world as the best
possible world* Another fact that Robert recognizes
most clearly and fearlessly is that the objective
world has a tremendous effect on individuals*
Environment can make man fit for nothing but
"drain pipes"
•
But the defects of pessimistic pragmatism are
momentous* Life is made almost worthless* Robert says,
in the last speech quoted » that he might have been a
man once, but implies it's too late now, that he has
no chance of self-realisation* He has gone "amuck"*
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CHAPTER lY
Naturalistic Attitudes of Some Characters
in the Ten Dramas •
One important characteristic of dogmatic
materialism is the implication of mechanical causality*
In all of the illustrations which shall be given there
is only implied mechanical causality. The Major in
The Passing of the Third Floor Back shows that his
main interest is survival of the fittest, through his
dependence upon Vivian's submitting to marrying
Wright and thus putting her family in a sound position.
When Mrs • Sharpe suggests that Vivian may refuse the
Major says, "Hardly to her advantage allowing it to
appear in all the papers that her father is being
sxied for board and lodging. Family pride, Mrs. Sharpe •
1
there is such a thing as family pride." In this one
speech is suggested all except one point under dogmatic
naturalism, but the characters have been chosen which
show the various points since this thesis is an
analysis of all the plays considered, not one particular
character. The Major is certain that Vivian will act
in a particular manner when she has been given a certain
stimulus, i.e. old Wright's offer of marriage. Where
1* Jerome K. Jerome, The Passing of the Third Floor Back,
The Prologue, p. 99.
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there are such behavloristic attitudes, causality can
be nothing more than mechanical. I.e. If giving a
certain stimulus will assure a particular response
there Is the mechanistic cause and effect relationship
of science*
Ideals of naturalism are shown In these dramas as
merely human and subjective standards. The only Ideal
which will force Vivian into such a marriage is that
which has been nourished from the past through tribal
and patriarchal development of society, that of family
pride plus self-interest.
Another example of the sufficiency of mere human
standards in society is Wright, "What better can she
do for herself than marry me? I'm rich. Ain*t I going
to be kind to her? Ain't I going to settle money on
her? - money on herself to spend as she likes
1
The girl's got to live." He is taking the view of
Improvement by selection. She chooses to improve
through purely material means. There is also another
aspect of nat\irallsm shown in this speech, that is,
the standard of survival is rooted in the past. The
cause for such action goes back to tribes, back of
th^t to animal-like ancestors and seems to have
1. Jerome K. Jerome, The Passing of the Third Floor
Back , The Prologue, p. 99.
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developed as part of nat\u*e*s own defense*
Another point In naturalism Is that worth Is
judged In the light of material consequences*
Christopher In The Passing of the Third Floor Back
says> "there are pictures people will buy and pay well
for»I can knock them off quickly* They don't want
1
Art*** In other words If the pictures will bring him
money so that he can marry Vivian, there Is worth In
the painting of them because of the Immediate
consequence rather than any value In the picture as a
work of "Arty Then Samuels also shows the same type of
attitude* "Got to be up to a trl6k or two In thlth world
2
If you don't want to be left*** He Is trying to trick
old Wright Into buying stock In a worthless silver mine*
Dogmatic materialism Is also egotistical* Miss
Kite Is one example* Miss Kite who Is forty years old
tries to appear twenty* She Is entirely engrossed with
her **palnt pots and rouge*** Her chief mission seems to
be a return to youth; she even tries to flirt with the
Stranger* Her whole world seems to be centered In her
own welfare* In fact most of the characters In The
Passing of the Third Floor Back are egotistical until
the Stranger changes their outlook upon life*
1. Jerome K, Jerome, The Passing of the Third Floor Back,
p* 42*
Ibid., Prologue, p* 45*
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There is justificatipn for this type of naturalism.
It does recognize the worth of science i& that codes
and customs; hiunan standards do have worth because of
their survival. There is also the recognition of the
value of improvement not only in Individuals hut
society. The Major points that out very vividly in
his speech to Mrs* Sharpe* "Vivian hesitates a little*
It is natural* ..She will listen to her old father's
advice 9 especially seeing it will be to her own
1
advantage." This philosophy also recognixes the
right of happiness. The Major will be happy with his
debt paid. The others, each in his own way, will have
the satisfaction of a good living.
The criticisms of dogmatic materialism ares It
does not go far enough to find the purpose behind
cause and true values behind effects. The Ideals which
predominate are human standards evolved through the
passing years. The divine and more-than-human values
are left entirely out. Then there is not enough stress
on socialism. Truly, man needs egoism to a certain
extent, but when he becomes more and more self-centered
and less social, his peraonality suffers; seen in
its final aspect it will be the annihilation of the
1. Jerome K. Jerome, The Passing of the ^'hird Floor
Back, Prologue, p."31.
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person* Man Is a social being as well as an individual •
science is given too important a place in this scheme.
Religion and philosophy are ignored or placed in a
position subordinate to science. Finally the pessimism
to which naturalism leads causes greater values in life*
If everything ends when the body becomes cold and still,
there is no chance to fulfill an^ type of worthful
values*
Hedonistic Naturalism places its emphasis on
"happiness today for tomorrow we die*" This is shown
by Cain the Sixth and his girl, Zeba, in Green Pastures*
Pompeia reveals the same philosophy in Lazarus Laughed .
Cain goes out to find Zeba. Their chief desire is
happinees without concern for any other thing. They
are among the group that chide Noah over his ark*
Cain the Sixth shows the old standards of the human
race when he stabs Flatfoot in order to keep Zeba for
himself* Pompeia says, "I want to see him suffer, to
hear his laughter choke in his throat with painl Then I
1
shall laugh." Pompeia is sated with the ordinary
pleasiires; the only satisfaction she has now is
enjoyment in the cruel sufferings of others* Eternal
1. EAjgeAii O'Neill, Laaarus Laughed^ Act 3, Scene 2^P-'a7-
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life means nothing to her, neither does she wish it
to have significance* If there were such a life she
would be accountable for her deeds. There is satisfac-
tion in the brief minute by minute existence; but it
does not last, for Pooqpeia cannot be satisfied; death
of this one and that gives her the gloating happiness
of the victor. But this pleasure is only fleeting*
For Cain and Cain's girl it is enough until they
face catastrophe » then their laughs at life die away
in the heavy moist air of impending disaster*
There is some Justification for hedonistic
naturalism* Happiness is in^ortant especially for
persons who do not believe in some type of future
life* Haturalism wo\ild deny another life, therefore
there is some plausibility in their taking pleasures
as they find them* But even in the complete earthly
iife something is laeking* This philosophy does
recognize the importance of science but only indirectly
as was also true in the dogmatic naturalism* The
feeling of happiness is for them by far the most
important phase of life* Their human values are
somewhat mixed with their feelings and emotions*
But there are certain faults in it* Hedonism
when seen with the long range vision, always makes a
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groiind for pessimism. When man pursues pleasure
it generally evades his eager grasp. Pleasure isn't
enough. There is also another gro\md for pessimism^
the idea of this life being the end. When the naturalist
comes upon this conclusion he wishes his naturalism
were not true. He realises that the values which he
respected are not eternal. There is in the innermost
nature of man the desire for self-realization.
Annihilation of persons which is the logical outcome
of naturalism is not desired. There is enough of
the individual in man, enough of the selfish, the
egoist, for him to wish to go on as his own unique
self, achieving his purpose and realising values even
thou^ it must be Imperfectly. The "ought-to -be"
may not become the "is" in its ideal aspect for
anyone, but it is realised much less in the life of
the hedonistic naturalist than in that of the idealist.
rc
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CHAPTER V.
Idealistic Attitudes of Some Characters
in the Ten Dramas*
The first type of idealism to be considered is
dogmatic theism which is the lowest of all idealistic
theories
•
The old father in Lazarus Laughed cries out in
his fervent dogmatic theism, "Then I do curse youl
Mo - not you - but the devil in youl*
curse these devils and that Prince of Devils, that
false prophet Jesusl It is he who has brought division
1
to my home and to many homes that were happy before."
His soul is filled with agony, for his children have
forsaken the old Hebrew religion in order to follow
the religion of Christ. They have given up Jahweh to
love "otir father."
Yet Mary is as dogmatic as her father. She is
as sure that the new message is the only reasonable
faith, as her father is sure of old Judaism, "You
must come to us. Mother. You must believe in Jesus
2
and leave all to follow him." In this speech she
condemns all of Judaism in favor of the new teaching.
1. Eugene O'Neill, Lazarus Laughed , Act I, Scene 2, p.
2. Ibid., Act I, Scene 2, p. 30.
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The Orthodox Priest stamps with rage crying,
"Stop it, you fools I It is a foul sin in the sight
of Jehovah I Why do you com© here every night to
listen and watch their abominations? The Lord God will
1
punish you.** Then the Priest says, **Nazarenes will
soon deny they are Jews at all I They will begin to
worship in filthy idolatry the sun and stars and man's
2
body." Thus do the ancient Hebrews dogmatize their
religion.
There are seeds of dogmatic Christianity in
Mary*s speech quoted above: The embodiment of this
view at the time of its most universal acceptance
is to be found in the medieval Catholic Church. D'Estivet
in St. Joan says, "She imputes to the chxirch the error
— 3
and folly of commanding the impossible." But Joan
declares that she places God above the church. As a
result the co\irt condemns her, because she does not
recognize the church as absolute authority. Ladvenu
is the most lenient with her, but he pleads with
Joan telling her that the voices have deceived her,
"The devil has betrayed you. The church holds out its
4
arms to you." Finally as a result of their dogmatism
1. Eugene 0*Neill, Lazarus Laughed j Act I, Scene 2, p. 27.
2. Ibid., Act I, Scene 2, p. 29.
3. George Bernard Shaw, St. Joan, Scene 6, p. 118.
4. Ibid., Scene 6, p. 12*57
c
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Joan pays the penalty of death in flames*
There Is a Justification for this view of theism*
It recognises the value of God. Both the Hebrews
with their belief in Jahweh and the medieval
Europeans with the church militant admitted faith in
a more powerful being* Both groups believed in
salvation and redemption throu^ God. These theistic
beliefs are optimistic for those in the shelter of
the church. For them, there will be eternal life of
happiness, but for those who may hold a different
opinion, there is death and allegiance with evil. A
holy fear keeps the church members striving for
hi^er goals.
But this fear has a negative rather than a
positive effect upon the individual. The positive,
love, is better than the negative, fear. In both of
these theistic groups there is a strong trace of
deism which holds that God is an "absentee landlord**
a transcendant God, out of contact with the universe.
The fear in both aspects of dogmatism which have been
mentioned seems to be caused by deism. The final
criticism is that dogmatic theism's intolerance of
other beliefs is inexcusable.
There is a certain utility of theistic ideals in
everyday life . Mary in The Servant in the House
c
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says in her speech to Robert No s we must always
remember that there are other people in the world
1
besides ourselves**' Here she is trying to show the
ideal of altruism. She is trying to help her father
become a better man; by her faith that God will
fulfill wishes^ which in this instance becozoe prayers
of petition, she inspires some hope in Robert, The
Vicar in The Servant in the House speaks to his wife
thus, "Do you think any blessing is going to fall upon
a church whose every stone is reeking with the bloody
sweat and anguish of the human creatures whom the
2
wealth of men like that has driven to despair?"
Here he realizes as Mary did that God will perpetuate
the values of brotherhood and altruism. But how
imperfectly these ideals are realizedV The Vicar
recognizes that selfishness, his own, his wife*s, and
others* , is not favorable to God, because it is
grounded in the denial of the rights of others*
Miriam shows this same ideal in her speech to
Caligula concerning Lazarus' s followers, "Mercy
I
3
Spare them who are so ftdl of life and Joy." But this
1* Stephen Rann Kennedy, The Servant in the House
,
Act 3, p. 96. ~'
—
2. Ibid., Act 3, pp. 82-83.
3. Eugene O'Neill, Lazarus Laughed , Act 2, Scene 2,
p. 84*
c
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cry is caused more by her mother love than by her
belief in God» Her belief in God*s power is shown in
t 1
her speech, "Jesus cried, * Lazarus, come forth. "
He has the power to revive life and perpetuate human
values*
One justification of practical theism is that it
recognises the importance of ideals of altruism^
love, and brotherhood as guides in everyday living*
This philosophy is also Justified by the fact that
makes for a type of meliorism* Mary is trying to become
better and to make Robert better too* The Vicar is also
striving for higher ends* Practical theism finally
leads to more than mere utility*
But there is danger of losing si^t of the final
goal of life as a part of the organic whole* The
individual may become so engrossed in his social
program that he forgets his goal* In the case of Mary
and the Vicar there is too much stress on utility of
ideals* Their standards must aid in winning salvation
and respect in the sight of Qod*
The theism in the negro drama Qreen Pastures is
concrete* Deshee the old negro preacher through his
vivid word pictures makes religion and God live* He
says that Mr* Duboise told him, "dat de Book ain*t
1* Bugene O'Neill, Lazarus Laughed^, Act 1, Scene 1, p* 17*
»c
»
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got time to go Into detfiilB*»««ypu know sometimes
I think d» Lavd expects us to figure out a few things
1
for ourselves." And Deshee in his own way elaborates,
filling in the places which have dramatic possibilities,
with his own version of the Biblical stories* Perhaps
this quality of his preaching had been instilled
in his very nature by Mr. Dubois, for he says that
he used to think that when God walked the earth in
the shape of "natural man" he looked like his old
friend* In this account God is as vivid as any mortal
being*
It is a friendly God who talks with Moses about
leading his people out of Egypt* God is helping him
to learn "tricks" so that his people may be brou^t out
of bondage* Moses says to God "I always had de feelin*
you wuz takin' keer of me, btit I never ^spected you'd
2
fin* de tisie to talk wid me pussunly**
The angels are no vague ethereal spirits* They
are ordinary people with wings* Their troubles are
jxist as numerous as those of earthly parents* Baby
cherubs get into mischief as often as do any negro
pickaninnies* The angel Gabriel is God* s right hand
man; his private secretary* The phrase which belongs to
1* Marc Connelly, Green Pastures * Part I, Scene I, p. 60
2. Ibid., Part II, Scene II, p* 114*
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this group of heavenly beings is "celestial mortals"
The whole drama deals with a finite conception
of God. First of all God is no absolute "being who
controls completely the universe from atom to man
without any effort. He has certain duties which force
him into action. Truly, he did forget about the earth
for a time after he msde it. He was busy keeping the
stars, moon and heaven in order. But he goes down to
straighten out his ^ajvard sons and daughters. His
first duty now is to keep the people on the earth
living up to their best. It is his duty to look after
his "chillun". He says, "No, suh, de more I keep on
be in* de Lawd de more I know I got to keep improvin*
1
things."
God excuses himself to Hezdrael by saying that
he is an old preacher from back in the hills. He has
heard they were fighting and has come down to see how
everything is going* God is not omnipotent. He doesn*t
know everything. He has come down to earth to examine
life more closely.
However, even with all his limitation God transcends
natural laws. He says he wants more firmament in the
"biled custahd." "I'll just r»ar back an» pass a
2
miracle. Let it be some firmament J" Here God is
1. Marc Connelly, Green Pastures
.
Part II, Scene I, p. 104.
2, Ibid., Part I, Scene II, p. 25.
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portrayed as a master magician, "but this is not very
different from the conception of the white race in
medieval times
God is a mixture of sternness and mercy which
must certainly he the characteristics of an Old
Testament deism combined with a New Testament theism*
He says to Noah, "l am a god of wrath and vengeance
1
an* dats' why I*m gonter destroy dis worl*#" To
cain who has Just killed Abel he says, **Was I you I'd
Just get myself down de road 'til I was clean out of
2
the coxmtry," In other words God is giving Cain
a chance. God tells Moses that's it 's only when
people anger him that he is a "Goo of Wrath;" but that
he is going to take him to a Promised Land which is
even better than Canaan#
Again when God is talking with Hezdrael, Hezdrael
says, "Hosea would have never found what mercy was
3
unless dere was a little of it in God, too." .......
God asks how Hosea found it and Hezdrael says,
"De only way he could find it. De only way I found
it. De only way anyone kin find it. Through
4
sufferin'." God does suffer as we suffer. It is
through his struggle that he appreciates our struggles,
pain and sorrow.
1. Marc Connelly, Green Pastures , Part I, Scene 6, p. 69.
2. Ibid., Part I, Scene 3, p. 37
3. Ibid,, Part II, Scene 7, p. 167.
4. Ibid., Part II, Scene 7, p. 167.
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God, when talking to"(jabe" says that he does not
make mistakes, but he "Does some bad Jobs", and it
seems as if man doTm there on the little old earth
was one of them. This is just another aspect of the
finiteness of God.
The anthropomorphic idea of God is shown here
in the speeches of Deshee and in the scenes where God
appears. He is in the form of a "natural man". God
is limited to such an extent that man goes his sinful
v/ay, and God is almost powerless to help him. Yet
with all these limitations he is still potentate of
the universe. There are elements in this finite
conception which are peculiar to the negro race alone,
on the other hand there are the very elements which
Dr. Brightman discusses in his theory of the finite
God.
The justification of concrete theism is that it
makes God and man closer in their relationships.
It shows that evil and pain develop in spite of God,
that he can do little about it. Yet God does try to
achieve values from them. This philosophy also makes
man free and responsible for his acts.
The criticism is that God is made anthropomorphic.
God is like man instead of vice versa. God is not
r
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immanent and transcendent* He is only the latter*
As a transcendant God he is not in as close contact
with human beings as if he were also immanent.
The highest type of theism is idealistic. Let
us first treat its mysticism. This is shown by
Teigue in The Hour Glass where he says, "i.Vhen one
gets quiet then something wakes up inside one,
something happy and quiet like the stars not like the
1
seven that move about like fixed stars," This
speech suggests the communion with God that gives
sustaining power. It is a fellowship with God that
comes no other way. This fellowship helps to make
character as is suggested in the speech of Teigue.
There is a poise which mysticism gives that is
unequaled by anything else.
In daily life this philosophy has another meaning;
it is the strugprle of the individual to achieve
higher goals. The Madman in Good Friday cries,
"No peace for those
V^o step beyond the blindness of the pen
To where the skies inclose.
Beauty and Peace have made
No peace, no still retreat.
No solace, none.
Only the unafraid
Before life's roaring street
Touch Beauty's feet
Know Truth, do as God bade.
Become God's Son." ^
1. William Butler Yeats, The Hpur Glass
, p. 11.
2. John Masefield, Good Friday
, pp. 39-40.
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The individual must be fearless who would follow
idealistic theism. It takes courage to "do as God
1
hade."
There is also suffering which brings wisdom.
This suffering is rooted in the evil which the finite
theory of God does much to explain*
The Madman says,
"Friend it is over now.
Only the truth remains.
I cannot see what others see
Wisdom alone is kind to me. 2
Wisdom that comes from agony."
Here the Madman suggests that values do arise out of
suffering and evil.
An important fact brought by both the Madman and
St. Joan is that there is a Supreme Reason and that
man for the most part knows the truth imperfectly
Yet truth may be revealed to him. The Madman says i
"But this uneasy current in my head
Burst one full moon, and cleansed me, then I saw
Truth like a perfect crystal, life its flaw.
I told the world, but I was mad, they said.
Soon I shall pass behind
This changing veil to that which does not change.
My tired feet will range
In some green valley of eternal mind 5
VHiere Truth is daily like the water's songl"
Here the Madman suggests that truth depends on idea
and mind which is a very fundamental theory of
1. John Masefield, Good Friday
, p, 40.
2. Ibid., p, 64»
3. Ibid., p. 64.
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idealistic theism and may be traced back to Plato
just as is the theory of the finiteness of God,
Joan says that God will not let her tell the judges
the whole truth, for they would not understand. This
portrays the same sentiment as the speech of the wise
Madman*
Another meaning in life is as the Madman says,
"Thet only a bloody God would care for blood
The crowd kills kids and smear the lintel wood
To honor God, who lives in the pure stars," 1
A God who is loving and wishes to perpetuate values
would not destroy those he loves.
In carrying this same idea farther Lazarus in
Lazarus Laughed says that "as dust, ^ou are eternal
change, everlasting growth, a high note of laughter
soaring through chaos from the deep heart of GodI Then
perhaps you may be brave enough to love your fellow men
2
without fear of their vengeance," As well as
suggesting love to answer the old strife in v^ar this
speech suggests God as a unifying force in back of chaos.
The Stranger in The Passing of the Third Floor Back
says that altruism should guide men's lives. This
is the message which he tells to each individual
in the house. He also stresses the fact that it is the
1, John Masefield, Good Friday « p, 37,
2. Eugen O'Neill, Lazsrus Laughed , Act 2, Scene I, p. 71,
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fear of being great which makes men little
The meaning of idealistic theism for the church
is first that the church is living, organic. Mans on
says, "some people never see it at all... this is no
1
dead pile of stones and timber. It is a living thing.
The church is made of living people. He also says
later on when he is trying to help the Vicar that, "man
tries to prevent God" ... .mere respect is not enough
that he must have the uttermost obedience, loyalty,
2
and lovel" St. Foan carries on this thought of
God's demands in saying that all men are subject to
God and that there are certain duties that men owe him.
She also shov;s the catholic belief in intercessory
prayer, that is, prayer to St. Catherine and Michael
to intercede with God. She also says that God reveals
himself when man prays from the heart. T^is is the
reason Joan has been so powerful in her work. Charles,
the prince, has not heard the voices because his prayers
have not been truly sincere. The atonement for
sin by charity is given in the Madman's speech, "a
3
given penny is a sin forgiven."
Idealistic theism has various meanings in regard to
1. Stephen Rann Kennedy, The Servant in the House , Act 2, p. 67.
2. Ibid., Act 4, p. 126.
3. John Masefield, Good Friday
^ p. 16.
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deaths Liliom says to Julie, "there's something I
want to tell you - like v/hen you go to a restaurant
end you've finished eating - and - it's time - to pay -
then you have to count up everything you owe
Perhaps I'll see the Lord God today.... I'm not afraid -
of the police Ud There - if they'll only let me come
1
up in front of the Lorf God Himself." For Liliom
death is a little hard yet he thinks perhaps God will
he friendly and fair to him.
St» Joan is more joyous over her death than Liliom.
She says, "I was not in my right mind until I was free
2
from the body,"
Then Lazarus denies death when he says,
"There is no death.
Nor fear, nor loneliness!
There is only God's Eternal
Laughter I His laughter flows
Into the lonely heart." ^
Then again, "l heard the heart!
'There is Sternal Life in No,'" it said,
'And there is the same Eternal Life in Yes I
Dee.th is the fear between.'" ^
V/hen asked about the individual life he says, "Yesl
Men die: Even a Son of Man must die to show men that
5
Man may live I But there is no deathl"
1. Franz Molnar, Liliom, Scene 4, pp. 130-131.
2. George Bernard Shaw, S_t. Joan
.
Epilogue p. 145.
3. Eugene O'Neill, Lazarus Laughed
, Act 3, Scene 2, p. 138<
4. Ibid., Act 1, Scene, p. 21.
5. Ibid., Act 1, Scene 2, p. 43.
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He says, "Dying we laugh with the Infinite, We
are the Giver and the Gift; Laughing we will our
1
own annihilation," "if you answer yes to pain,
2
there is no pain I"
Lazarus *s view of inmiortality is closely connected
with his idea of death, "Let a laughing away of self
5
be your right to live forever." He says that man
should love eternity, to be possessed by her. In answer
Tiberius *s fears and skepticism he says that there is
only peace beyond death.
The Madman in Good Friday varies from this idea,
for him there will still be struggle. He says that
4
immortality is "the spirit made whole."
But in St, Joan there is a type of spirit world
v/here persons retain all their old qualities. Each one
has all his old limitations when he returns to speak
with Charles. There is an actual heaven and hell. But
the essential qualities of the tv;o places do not seem
to be very different. Both are static. In truth the
only difference is the reason for an individual's being
in either one place or the other.
There is justification of Idealistic deism.
Values will be conserved ashas been shown in most of
1. Eugene O'Neill, Lazarus Laughed , Act 2, Scene 2, p. 94,
2. Ibid., Act 4, Scene 1, p. 156.
3. Ibid., Act 2, Scene 1, p. 73.
4. John Kasefield, Good Friday
, p. 41.
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the examples given. Especially in Lazarus Laughed
there is the idea of an immanent and friendly God as
well as a transcendent one, "It is my pride as God to
become man. Then let it be my pride as Man to recreate
1
the God in mel" Life is not static but organic.
The best example of this fact is the Madman *s speeches.
He believes in growth and struggle even in eternity.
The chief criticism of this philosophy is this
that many of its arguments cannot be proven; yet its
ideals are not displayed either. As Borden Parker
Bowne says, "it cannot be proved withour begging the
2
question, or denied without ending in absurdity."
1. Eugene 0»Neill, Lazarus Laughed « Act 4, '^cene 1, p. 147.
2. B. P. Bowne, Philosophy of Theisim
, p. 265.
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CHAPTER VI.
Summary*
In this thesis an attempt is made to show how
certain characters in the best religious dramas
reflect typical philosophies such as skepticism,
pragmatism, naturalism, and idealism. In Chapter
One the philosophies were defined, and the basis
for the selection of the drama was given. There
are expressed in these carefully selected dramas
philosophies which mold the lives of actual persons;
the same justifications for and criticisms of the
various philosophical attitudes remain true for both
the characters in the dramas and those in real life.
The first type of philosophy considered was
skepticism. It was treated sympathetically by Yeats,
0»Neill,and Jerome. A scientist in The Hour Class
and a serving girl in The Passing of the Third Floor
Back were the best examples of this. The scientist
has driven out all metaphysical speculations only to
find that his life-work rests upon assiunptions which he ha
neglected to examine. Yet, when put to the supreme test
of facing the annihilation which such a view of science
would imply, this philosophy fails him. For the serving
girl the materialistic facts of life seem to show a
r
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world which denies values. The justification
of this type is that the mind is still seeking
the solution to the problem. The most
unjustifiable type of skepticism, such as that
embodied in Tiberius in Lazarus Laughed, is that
which is used for justification of personal life.
This is mere rationalization of desire.
The second type of philosophy considered was
pragmatism. Masefield, Kennedy, Shaw, 0»Neill, and
Jerome treated it sympathetically. This philosophy
is found in all phases of life. The soldier in The
Terrible Meek and another in St. Joan are especially
dogmatic in their pragmatism. They consider what is
true, valuable and that which works in practical
experience, true. Such pragmatism is justifiable
for its interest in the present and in results. But
on the other hand progmatic dogmatism fails to consider
the whole of experience; its theory of utility is not
enough; dogmatism closes the mind to other theories.
There is also hedonistic pragmatism. Such examples
as the soldier in St. Joan and Caligula in Lazarus
Laughed are rather fantastic; yet they illustrate
clearly how pragmatism of this kind becomes a ground
for pessimism. Other criticisms of this theory are that
c
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too much emphasis is placed on feeling, and that it
recognizes only one desire. Still another type of
pragmatism is materialistic. This is represented
by Mrs. De Hooley in The Passing of the Third Floor
Back , Robert in St. Joan , Fisciir in Liliom , and Pilate
in Good Friday , Mrs. De Hoo ley's desire for social
esteem rules her life. Robert excludes God from practical
affairs, Fiscur wants to know if his escapade will
pay. Pilate places personal safety above everything
else. There is one justification for this; there must
be some material emphasis in a finite world. But the
material must be joined to the spiritual. The last
type of pragmatism considered is pessimistic. It is
shown by Robert in The Servant in the House. Life has
been hard for him. It holds no glimmer of hope.
Things have worked out in the worst possible way. Yet
the imperfections of this world are recognized which
is better than blind optimism. The chief criticism
is that such pessimism denies self-realization and makes
life almost worthless.
Naturalism, the next philosophy discussed, was
treated sympathetically by Jerome, O'Neill, and
Connelly. Dogmatic natujralism implies mechanical
causality as is shown by the Major in The Passing of
the Third Floor Back , survival of the fittest as shown
t
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by Wright in the same play, human subjective standards
as is shown also by Wright, material consequences as
is shown by Samuels in this same play, and finally
egotism as is shown by Miss Kite. The justification
of this type of naturalism is that it recognizes the
truth of science, and the value of improvement. But
it does not go beyond cause and effect and loses worthwhile
values. Another type of naturalism is hedonistic which
is shown in the characters Cain and Zeba in Green Pastures
and by Pompeia in Lazarus Laughed. "Happiness for
today for tomorrow we die" is their one great desire.
This is caused in part by pessimism and eventuates in
pessimism. The annihilation pf personality causes this
type of naturalist to stress the present life. Yet a
desire for happiness is Justifiable if this is to be the
only life. The chief criticism is that it denies to
man self-realization.
Idealism, the final type of philosophy considered,
was treated with the greatest sympathy by all of the
dramatists of the ten plays. The only type of idealism
in the dramas was theistlc. The first kind treated was
dogmatic theism. O'Neill and Shaw were the dramatists
who portrayed this philosophy. The old father in
Lazarus Laughed curses his children, because they have
forsaken the old Hebrew religion. D'Estivit in 3^. Joan
stresses the perfection of the Roman Catholic Church.
r1
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Joan is condemned because she will not recognize the
church absolute authority • The chief criticism of
this philosophy is that its intolerance of other views
is inexcusable. There is a certain utility of ideals
of everyday life, which is shown by Mary in The Servant
in the House and by Miriam in Lazarus Laughed . These
characters recognize the importance of the ideals of
altruism, love, and brotherhood. They stress meliorism*
This type of idealism leads to more than mere utility.
Yet too much stress is placed upon the utility of ideals.
There is danger that life seen as a part of the organic
whole will lose its meaning. The next philosophy to be
considered is concrete. Msrc Connelly in Green Pastures
portrays God as finite. Yet this theism makes man and
God closer in their relationships. God goes down to
visit man and to help him. His task down there on "little
old earth" is to achieve values out of disvalues. But
even though suffering and pain are explained, two
criticisms remain: God is anthropomorphic, and he is
exclusively transdendent. The highest type of theism
is idealistic. This was the solution of all the plays
except Green Pastures . It is mystical as is shown by
Teigue in The Hour Glass. This mysticism brings communion
with God which helps develop character and give poise.
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As this phase of idealism was portrayed in the dramas
the writer has no criticism. In daily life this philosophy
means a struggle of the individual to achieve higher
goals, as is shown by the Madman in Good Friday * The
suffering which may bring wisdom is shown by the same
character. There is also the ideal of brotherhood
which is shown by Lazarus in Lazarus Laughed . He would
have man love his brothers to such an extent that there
would be no thought of revenge, hatred, and war. For the
church. Mans on in The Servant in the House brings the
message that the church is living and organic. The last
great theory of idealism is that there is some sort
of immortality. This is expressed by Liliom in Liliom,
by Joan in St. Joan, by the Madman in Good Friday , and by
Lazainis in Lazarus Laughed . The type of immortality
varies in the different characters. The highest type
is found in the Madman and Lazarus; but for all the
characters, there is an eternity where values are
perpetuated and developed. The chief criticism is that
the arguments of this philosophy cannot be proven.
But neither can they be denied.
All the dramatists of these ten plays except Marc
Connelly have used idealistic theism as a solution in
their dramas, showing that they believe it has greater
meaning than any other one philosophy.
c
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